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A B S T R A C T

The aim of this paper is to investigate morphological and syntactical levels of sen-

tences of Croatian Language. Morphological grammatical level is represented by 16 cat-

egories and 47 features with theirs value. Syntactical level is represented with constitu-

ent structure trees of sentences. Database has 1001 grammatical sentences of Croatian

literature. Database of sentences is the result of theoretical research in computational

linguistics. This study extends the analysis of the linguistic data in anthropology in

Croatian. Access to database is through the Internet on the address: http://infoz.ffzg.

hr/tepes.
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Introduction

A long-term anthropological research
of population structure of the East Adri-
atic rural populations on a number of
Adriatic islands estimate basic geogra-
phical, historical, economic, demographic
and linguistic factors. Linguistic factors
directly or indirectly might have influ-
enced the formation of the island popula-
tion structure1–8. The method of hidden
Markov model was aimed at identifica-
tion of internal and external impulse of
change or continuity of rural populations
within a wider socio-cultural context9–11.
This studies now been extended to inves-

tigation on morphological and syntactical
structure of Croatian language. Senten-
ces in the database of sentences of Cro-
atian language are from literature12. The
project with large language database is
project of Linguistic Data Consortium13.
The theoretical background is theory of
formal and natural language14.

Probabilistic context-free grammar

Context-free grammar15 is formal sys-
tem CFG(V,T,S,P), where V is finite set of
variables, T is finite set of terminals, S�V
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is start symbol and P is set of production
A w� for A�V and string w V T� �( )*.
Production define production relation ��

between strings:

( ) (( ) ( )–w w w A w w1 2 1 2� � � � �	 
 	 


(( ) ))A w P� �

Reflexive and transitive closure of pro-
duction relation is �= derivation. Con-
text-free language CFL is set of strings of
terminals that are derived from start
symbol:

� �CFL x S x x T� � � �( ) ( *)

Context-free grammar CFG is deter-
ministic context-free grammar.

Probabilistic context-free grammar16–17

is a formal system PCFG(CFG(V,T,S,P),p)
where CFG(V,T,S,P) is deterministic con-
text-free grammar and p is a set of dis-
crete probability distributions of produc-
tions that have same variable A on the
left hand side of productions A w� . Dis-
crete distributions have to satisfy the
norm condition:

p A w
A w P

w V T

( )
( )

( )*

� �
� �

� �
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Head-driven phrase structure

grammar

Natural language has syntax that is
described with models of generative gram-
mar, lexical functional grammar and head
-driven phrase structure grammar.

The minimalist program of generative
grammar18, describes the natural lan-
guage by using lexicon, computational
system and constituent structure tree.
Lexicon is described as a set of lexicon
items together with its features. Main
lexical features are categorial features,
�-features, case features and strong fea-
tures. Categorial features are connected
with syntax and semantic of lexical
items. Computational system takes lexi-

cal items from lexicon and forms new
syntactic objects. Result of sequence of
operations in computational system is
structural descriptions of phrases and
sentences. Structural description is con-
stituent structure tree.

In case of lexical functional gram-
mar19 constituent structure tree is just a
part of sentence’s description, called ex-
ternal structure. Every nod of constituent
structure tree has a function. Function f

maps attributes of node ATT in values of
attributes VAL:

f ATT VAL: �

Head-driven phrase structure gram-
mar20 describes lexical items with the
feature structure. Each feature has its
value of the feature. Features, together
with the values, make the feature struc-
ture. Main lexical features are syntactic
and semantic features. The most impor-
tant syntactic features are head category,
specifier and complement. Principles and
rules of the head-driven phrase structure
grammar connect lexical items in sen-
tences.

Database of sentences of Croatian

language

In the database of sentences of Cro-
atian language each sentence has constit-
uent structure tree. Each lexical item in
sentence has its own features with fea-
tures value. Constituent structure tree of
sentence of writer V. Nazor, »Near the top
of the hill stands rock.« (»Pri vrhu brda
stoji stijena.«) is on Figure 1.

In this sentence the features of words
and its values are:
»Pri« is part of speech: preposition,
»vrhu« is part of speech: noun; case: loca-
tive; number: singular; gender: masculine,
»brda« is part of speech: noun; case: geni-
tive; number: singular; gender: neuter,
»stoji« is part of speech: verb; affirma-
tion/negation: affirmative; voice: active;
finiteness/infiniteness: finite: composi-
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tion: simple; tense: present; person: third;
number: singular; aspect: imperfective,
»stijena« is part of speech: noun; case:
nominative; number: singular; gender:
feminine.

In the database of sentences of Cro-
atian language the constituent structure
tree in Figure 1. is written in one row:

� � � � � � �VP V PP P NP N D V N' , , , ,]

Access and search of the database

Database of sentences of Croatian lan-
guage is designed for determination of
distribution as probabilities of probabilis-
tic context-free grammar. Database en-
ables testing of the theoretical models of
the grammar for the Croatian language
and their evaluation. main goals of mak-
ing of the database of sentences of Cro-
atian language are:

¿ Creation of database of annotated
sentences of Croatian language;

¿ Creation of database, based on theo-
retical foundations of the computa-
tional linguistics;

¿ Creation of model of the automatic
annotation of the sentences of Cro-
atian language;

¿ To extends the analysis of the lin-
guistic data in anthropology in Cro-
atian.

Access to the database of sentences of
Croatian language is through the inter-
net, which technology requires standard-
ization of annotation and knowledge of
HTML and XML technologies. Creation
of models of automatic annotation of sen-
tences of Croatian language requires
determination of parsers of Croatian lan-
guage, which use probabilistic context
-free grammars and hidden Markov mo-
dels21.

Database for testing the sentences of
Croatian language is created on SQL
server 2000. Database contains table of
sentences, table of words with foreign key
to the sentence to which the word belongs
and table of features of words with for-
eign key to the word to which the features
belonging. As more then one word be-
longs to each sentence and more then one
features belong to each word, tables are
in relation one to many. Each sentence is
described by a sequence of words, constit-
uent structure tree and syntactical and
morphological features with values. Ref-
erential integrity is imposed between ta-
bles which, together with the protection
of database on the level of SQL server
and on the level of operative system (Win-
dows 2000 server), enables maximum se-
curity and truthfulness of data in the
base. Program for filling of the base has
been made as well as ASP pages for its
search. Base is implemented on the WEB
server of Department of information sci-
ences, faculty of philosophy, University of
Zagreb and can be searched on internet
by using address: http://infoz.ffzg.hr/
tepes.
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Fig. 1. Constituent structure tree.
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BAZA PODATAKA RE^ENICA HRVATSKOGA JEZIKA

S A @ E T A K

Cilj je ovoga rada istra`ivanje morfolo{kih i sintakti~kih razina re~enica hrvatskoga
jezika. Morfolo{ka gramati~ka razina predstavljena je sa 16 kategorija i 47 obilje`ja.
Sintakti~ka gramati~ka razina predstavljena je sa sastavnicama strukture re~enice.
Baza podataka ima 1001 gramati~ku re~enicu hrvatske knji`evnosti. Baza podataka
rezultat je teorijskog istra`ivanja u ra~unarskoj lingvistici. Ova studija nastavlja ana-
lizu lingvisti~kih podataka u antropologiji u Hrvatskoj. Pristup bazi je preko Interneta
na adresi: http://infoz.hr/tepes.
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